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Summary
The North Dallas High School Project was selected in
part to demonstrate the retrofit of a solar heating and
domestic hot water system to a high school built in 1921.
An acceptance test was conducted in December, 1979 and
the solar system was declared operational by the site owner
in January, 1980. There have been no problems reported,
there is insufficient data at this time to determine the
)ercentage of solar contribution.
The retrofit was well planned. The building integrity
was not impacted by the roof mounting of collectors or the
internal piping from roof to mechanical room.
The roof top is highly visible from the central express-
way. The school district is planning a trade course in
solar for this high school. Most equipment is readily
accessible for class activity.
This site is an example of the multiple benefits avail-
able from a demonstration program when properly preplanned.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration/
Marshall Space Flight Center (NASA/MSFC) provided consider-
able counsel during the design review and suggested specifi-
cation changes which permitted greater choice in the selec-
tion of a collector manufacturer.
This Final Report is an extraction of various documents
from the project working file to give an overview and an
insight to this solar energy project.
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Project Description
The start-up date for this : polar energy system was
December 4, 1979, the following document was received,
in part, on the reporting activity of this site.
i
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Project Description
Solar Heating and Domestic Hot Water System
North Dallas High School - Dallas, Texas
Abstract
Application - building heating and domestic hot water heating
System Type - circulating hot water
Collector Type - flat plate liquid
Collector Manufacturer - Lennox/Honeywell
Collector Area - 4800 square feet - 320 panels
Storage Capacity - 10,000 gallon steel tank
Building Load (heating plus hot water) - 1424 x 10 6 BTU/yr.
BTU's Produced - 686.5 x 1n6 BTU/yr. (specified)
Building Owner - Dallas Iniependent School District
Architect - Foster & Meir Architects (renovation)
Engineer - W.K. Hall Consulting Engineer
Contractor - Burden Service Company
Start-Up Date - December 4, 1979
Introduction
This system is designed as a retrofit in a three story with basement,
brick masonry, concrete frame high school building. The building is 56 years
old but is in excellent structural condition. The building was air-conditioned
with an electric drive 300 ton chilled water central system in 1973.
The building contains 126,000 square feet and the solar system will pre-
heat 100% of domestic hot water and supply 47.5% of annual building heating
requirements. During the building cooling seasons, the solar system will
supply 100% of domestic hot water.
Design Philosophy
The solar system is interconnected with the existing water distribution
and air handling systems of the cooling system to convert to a two-pipe heating
and cooling system. The existing steam radiation heating system for the build-
ing was abandoned but the existing steam boilers are used to supply steam to
hot water generators for building stand-by and domestic hot water boost. The
Chiller is protected from heating water by a sub-circulation system designed
to isolate the chiller completely during the heating mode and furnish gradual
tempering of system water during seasonal heating to cooling transition.
Flat plate collectors are utilized based on economic analysis since high
temperature water is not required for this application. The existing air-
handling units and water coils require only 95 OF water to meet the building
heating requirements. Existing cooling thermcstats were replaced with re-
verse acting heating-cooling thermostats to ccatrol interior conditions and
air unit control sequences were modified to meet heating mode requirements.
Collectors are roof mounted since this is the optimum location for this
installation. Double deck vertical arrays are used utilizing standard catalog
item steel support structure resting in pitch pans on the flat roof deck.
Structure is bolted together.
Operation of the System
1. Solar System - Whenever the temperature at the solar collectors is
greater than t e temperature in the storage tank, a comparator energizes the
solar pump and the collector drain valve closes. The automatic air vents
relieve air from the system and a timer keeps the solar pump energized for
3 minutes regardless of the temperature at the collectors. At the end of
the 3 minute interval, if th- collector temperature is less than the storage
tank temperature a comparator de-energizes the solar pump through the timer.
However, the timer allows an additional 3 minutes of "on" time before the
solar pump is de-activated. Should the collector temperature become greater
than the storage temperature during this "off delay cycle" the system reverts
back to the "on" cycle as described above. The system drains down only when
the outdoor temperature falls below 470F
When the solar pump is de-energized and outdoor temperature is below
470 F the collector drain valve reverts to its normally open (N.0) position,
the motorized vacuum breakers open and allow the collectors and their exposed
piping to drain into the solar water storage tank.
2. Space Heating System (solar and stand-by)- Whenever the system is
indexed to "winter' through a summer/winter switch, 3-way isolating valves
close to the chiller to allow water to bypass the chiller. When flow is
established in a flow switch from the solar storage tank the steam valve on
the stand-by steam heat hot water generator and the solar system input lines
is activated , after the building heating pump is activated.
The steam valve modulates to provide steam to the hot water generator in
order to maintain 95O F water supply temperature to the air handling units.
When the solar storage tank temperature exceeds 950 the steam valve is full
closed, and the steam boiler cycles off.
If the system return water temperature is less than 95oF and less than
the solar water storage tank temperature, an auxiliary pump from the storage
tank is energized, two storage tank isolating valves open and the main 3-way
mixing valve opens to allow preheat of water up to 950 F supply temperature to
the stand-by heating hot water generator. When the storage water temperature
exceeds 95 0 , the main system 3-way mixing valve modulates to mix return water
and tank water to supply 95 0 water to the primary building system circulating
pump.
Two tight closing isolating valves (100") open whenever the auxiliary
storage tank to system pump is energized and close (fail safe position) when-
ever this pump is de-energized to prevent complete building system drain dowr.
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3. Space Cooling S stem - Whenever the system is indexed thru the summer/
winter switch to "summer", a chiller loop circulating pump is activates together
with the existing chiller start control sequence, except that the main system
3-way chiller isolating valve remains in the by-pass position, the main 3-way
mixing valve from the solar tank to system loop closes to the hot water storage
tank and a snap-action valve (NC Valve) opens to form a chilled water tempering
loop to temper main building system water temperature down to cooling operating
temperatures. Water entering the chiller will never exceed 90 0 inlet temperature.
When main building system water temperature reaches 750 , the isolating 3-way
valve and the snap-action valve forming the chiller water tempering loop close
and the auxiliary chiller loop will de-activate. System then operates in normal
cooling mode.
The cooling coil controls were modified as follows:
(1) Interior zone units utilizing outside air for cooling were modified
such that when an aquastat senses a system water temperture greater than 750F
the system will be in the winter position. Whenever the existing space thermo-
stat calls for cooling a 3-way mixing valve closes the coil and the outside
air dampers modulate to provide up to 100% outside air for cooling. Whenever
the existing space thermostat calls for heating, the above sequence will be
reversed. Whenever the aquastat's temperature is below 75 0F, the system will
operate using chilled water for cooling.
(2) Exterior zone bypass and multi-zone air handling units have aquastats
in the entering water lines to the coils which will reverse the action of the
space thermostats whenever the aquastats sense supply water temperatures in
excess of 750F.
4.. Domestic Water System (solar and supplemental)- Whenever the solar
collector temperature comes to operating temperature and domestic hot water
storage temperature is below 750 , auxiliary pumps from solar storage and from
heat exchanger to hot water storage activate to preheat domestic hot water ahead
of the domestic hot water storage tank. A preheat storage tank supplies all
make-up water to the domestic hot water storage tank. Whenever the solar
water storage tank temperature exceeds 1100 , the pump on the preheat tank solar
to heat exchanger will be de-energized, a two-way diverting valve will open to
main domestic hot water storage tank and an auxiliary pump from solar heat ex-
changer to main domestic hot water storage tank will activate. When hot water
storage tank temperature exceeds 1600 , this sequence will reverse.
The existing booster steam heat exchanger for domestic hot water will
operate under its own controls as installed, in order to maintain a supply
temperature to the building of 120OF minimum.
5. Solar System SafetX Features-The "fail safe" drain down system describ-
ed abovewild prevent freezing of the collectors.
The solar water storage tank is at atmospheric pressure and therefore, will
no* support temperatures in excess of 212 0F. The solar pump will remain energiz-
ed in the normal manner described earlier and excess temperature 212 0F+ will be
vented in the form of steam at the solar water storage tank.
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Solar Ace:,ptance Test - January 17, 1980
A Preliminary Final Inspection was conducted on
November 30, 1979. The system was cycled. Thermal and
electrical readings were recorded and a 'punch list' was
developed.
An Acceptance Test was planned for December 11, 1979
with Mr. William A. Hagen, P.E., Government Project Mana-
ger. The sun was occluded by a heavy cloud layer; therefore,
the sampled readings of November 30th were reviewed with
Mr. F. Paul Arnold, Jr. P.E., Director of Engineering
Services for the Dallas Independent School District. The
equipment was inventoried and cycled.
The Final Acceptance Test was conducted by T yr. Arnold
on January 17, 1980. A list of the participating personnel
and test results are shown on the following three pages.
a
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NORTH DALLAS HIGH SCHOOL
DALLAS INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
SOLAR TEST - January 1", 1980
The following personnel participated in the test on Jai-wary 17, 1980:
Mr. Paul Arnold Dallas Ind. School District
Mr. John Burden Burden Services
(At Main Solar Panel)
Mr. Jerry Sams Burden Service
(At Annular for Solar Pater Flow)
Mr. Jim Sickles Lennoy
Mr. Harry Beimel Lennox
Mr. Oscar Bradley Burden Service
(At the Pyranometer)
Mr. Alan Ladd Burden Services
Mr. Tommy Burden Burden Services
Mr. Wade Decker Burden Services
Mr. Phil Adams Burden Services
Mr. Ted Jones Foster-Ileier
Mr. Jack Venable William K. Hall b Co.
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COLLECTOR PERFORMANCE
so
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;_	 _
40	
71
10
0
0	 .1	 .2	 .3	 .4	 .5	 5	 .7	 .5	 .9	 1.0	 1.1	 12	 1.3	 14
Tin Tamb (f-br•hr8tu ►
Dint
Tin a Fluid tempereture at GRIGIN'AL
Inlet
	 OF P(^	 /^p^rAG^; IS
turn difference ( t00'F) by the incident solar radiation 2508w hr-
IV equals 40 (set! temple calculation). Rotor to 'he crnloctoreo0eeta	 ('Fl.
VC performance chart and following the example line shc. yn fromTamb	 Ambient temperature 40 (bottom scale( to the intersecting point with the collector
surrounding the eolleeta I Ill.
 
and reading across to the collector eH,crencv scale read
Cant: ` Incident tole redieden (Itulhr•It r l. 54% efficiency. Thus 54% of the incident solar value of 250
Fluid InletAmb4aM ®tu,hr•hr results in 13S Dtu,hr-h r output capacity of the collector
Tempeture	 Temperaturee	
_ under the conditions used in this example.
Incident Sole Radiation For representative values of Incident Solar Radiation (p ;nc) see
table below or the 1172 ASHRAE Handbook of fundamentals.
EXAWLE: chapter 22. pages 388 thru 392.
To date mine the Stu capacity of the collector the fluid inlet SAMPLE CALCULATION:
temperature, ambient temperature and incident solar radiation Tin—Tomb	 110-10I , nsaletioN of the collector must be determined. Assuming an dine	 _ 2S0 .0.40i. et •ompreturs of 110-F and an ambient temperature of 10•11'
results in 100'F temperature difference. Dividing the tempera- Oine a 0.54 • 135 Stem-It s Output
ANNUAL MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM DAYS OF SOLAR INCIDENCE i :leer Sky)
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Cooperative Agreement
A Department 3f Energy cooperative agreement was
completed August 31, 1978. This agreement was modified
August 17, 1979. The designation of the authorized con-
tracting officer representative was completed October
5, 1978. These three documents are reproduced herein as
part of this final report.
r
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Department of Energy
COOPERATIVE AGREE.%MNT
Pursuant to Authority to PL 93-410,
PL 438.. PL 473. PL 93-577 and
PL 95-91
c•
Pope I of
l.a. agreement Number
IM-78-FO1-5204
l.b. Modification :lumber
s
r•
c
,
,
I	 q
a
i^
3. Participant Name and Address
Dallas Independent School District
3700 Rose Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75204
5. Project Title
Solar I1ca titig and llot Water System
7. Participant Project Manager
(Name and Address)
Mr. Francis P. Arnold, Jr.
Dallas Independent School District
3700 Ross Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75204
9.	 Method of Payment
See Article I4
11. Fundins Sources
Source
	 Amount
DOE	 $ 234,521,
Participant	 $ 90,000.
Total Funding	 $324,52 1.
114. amount obligated by this action
$234,521.00
115. DOE Cooperative Agreements Officer
1
(Sigaoture)	 Date)
Nana (typed) _Vs^llY 9 &414W/AI
Title 1lC'Rlz-AIr^tR3 DFflc
Telephone No. ,.20,„3T
C^; ;i
	
1;'
N/A
2. Agreement Period
From:
To:	 See Article II
4. Participant Type
C3 F.ilucational 0 Nonprofit
State or Local Government
rrofit
G, Report!;  arc required
Sri Art1r.1^• `^.UL
8. Government Project :tanager
(:lame and Address)
Mr. William A. Hagen, FA33
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
Telephone No, (2051 453-2054
10.Accounting and Appropriation Data
W01-76-8104
89 X 0203.91/CS93/BD-01-O1 /NFA 609
12. Remarks
13. DOE Issuing Office (Name 6 address
D.O.E.
Operations, Division of Procurement
400 First Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20545
16. Participant Acceptance
^^ ^ -	 1 I
1^
	
I	 .
ByI ,	 V ,	
:_......_
(Signature. of Aui;horized 	 (Date)
Official)
Name (typed)	 (fill C. Hunter
Title	 President. Board of Education
Telephone No.	 824-1620
Attested ^./ n 1 	 I /\
H. D. Pearson, Secretary
Board of Education
.,	 I
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SOLAR COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT NUMBER EM- 78-FO1-5204
This Agreement, effective	 1978, by and between the
U.S. Department of Energy (hereinafter called 'DOE") and the Dallas
,Independent School District 	 r (hereinafter called "Participant").
WHEREAS, DOE, pursuant to its authority to enter into Cooperative
Agreements with non-Federal entities under Sections 7(a)(2) and (8) of
P. L. 93-577 and Sections 103(5) and 107(a) of P. L. 93-438 has determined
DOE should participate and assist in the project by the Participant and
that a Cooperative Agreement for such assistance is appropriate and.
WHEREAS, the Participant, a Local School District under the laws of the
State of Texas	 , has responded to Program Opportunity Nohee
EG-78-N-01-4200 with a proposed project to Provide Solar Heating and
Hot Water for a High School Building
Now Therefore, DOE and the Participant agree as follows:
ARTICLE I - NATURE OF DEMONSTRATION PROJECT ACTIVITY
A. DOE and the Participant agree to undertake and manage on a
cooperative basis, in accordance with the terms and conditions specified
herein, a demonstration project to install a Solar Heating and Hot Water
System at 3120 N. Haskell Avenue, Dallas, Texas
B. The Participant agrees to provide the necessary land, building,
financing, a Solar System and a backup conventional energy system
(except as may be otherwise specified herein), and otherwise do all
things necessary for or incident to performing the Project as set forth
in Appendix A, Statement of Work, which is incorporated herein and
made a part hereof.
C. Participant agrees to operate and maintain the Solar System as
designed at his own expense throughout the term of this Agreement.
D. Participant agrees to permit DOE personnel or its representatives
to monitor the performance of the Solar System for a maximum period of
up to five (5) years (demonstration period) after establishment of the
Solar lystem Operational Date.
E. Participant agrees not to alter the design/ configuration or identified
operational modes of the Solar System throughout the 5 year demonstration
period without written approval from the DOE Contracting Officer.
12
F. Participant agrees to permit Goverment and Government contracted
personnel necessary access to the Participant's and/or major subcon-
tractor's facilities, personnel and records pertaining to the project. This
access may include on-site review and inspection functions and participa-
tion in project conferences, design reviews, and meetings to the extent
necessary to assure the Government Project Manager that the Project
Objectives and schedules will be achieved. During on-site inspection
and review the Participant shall provide adequate working space for
Government and Government contracted personnel to perform their
function.
G. The Government, at its option, may provide, at no cost to the
Participant an instrumented monitoring system necessary to evaluate the
performance of the individual Solar System.
ARTICLE II - TERM OF AGR rE'IENT
A. The Participant shall perform the work called for under Article I,
beginning with the effective date of this Agreement and shall continue for
60 consecutive months from the Solar System Operational Date.
B. The Solar System operational date shall be the date cf satisfactory
completion of the acceptance tests.
C. The intent of the Government is to evaluate the Sc"ar System for
at least one year; however, the Government retains the ( ,ition of evaluat-
ing the Solar System for (1) any continuous period from one year to five
years or (2) array combination of noncontinuous periods of six months to
three years which occur during the maximum allowed evaluation period
of five years.
13
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D. If the Government determines at any time during this five-year period
to discontinue evaluation of the Solar System, the Participant shall be so
notified by the Contracting Officer and this term of Agreement'shall be
amended accordingly.
ARTICLE III - ESTIMATED COST, COST SHARING AND DOE COST CEILING
A. The total estimated cost of performing the work under this Agreement is
$234,521 . 00	 . For the performance of work under this Agreement, the
Participant shall be reimbursed by DOE for not more than7 2 . 17 % of the costs
of the project determined to be allowable in accordance with the clause of
•the General Provisions entitled "Allowable Costs and Payment" up to the DOE
contribution cost ceiling of $ 233 ,321.	 . The remaining 27.83	 Z
or more, of the costs of the project so determined shall constitute the
Participant's share for which it will not be reimbursed by the Government.
It is understood and agreed by the parties of this Agreement that the
Participant agrees that he shall complete the work set forth in Appendix A,
Statement of Tfork, without regard to the total actual cost of the project and
that the total estimated cost to the Government is hereby established as
$ 234,521.	 , and this amount is also the maximum cost which is subject
to reimbursement by the Government.
B. No fee shall be paid the Participant under this cooperative Agreement.
C. The Participant shall maintain current cost information which is in
accordance with Clause 13, Appendix B, and which is adequate to reflect the
cost of performing the work under this Agreement. Project costs will be
considered allowable if they would be allowable under Clause 13, Appendix D.
D. It is also understood and agreed by the parties of this Agreement that
the Contracting Officer will withhold S 1.000.00 to protect the interests of
DOE in the receipt of non-instrumented data required after the Solar System
Operational Date. It is further agreed that this S 1,000.00 will be paid upon
receipt of the final data report required by Appendix C, item 3.C.(9).
E. The non-technical data is to be collected on Data Collection Forms,
Series 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50, as required in Appendix C, paragraph 3.C.(9).
The Participant shall complete Series 10, 20 and 50 with assistance, if re-
quested by participant, by the Government or representatives of the Government.
Series 30 and 40 shall be accomplished by the Government or representatives of
the Government with the cooperation of the Participant. Any other non-instru-
mented data required by the Government is to be collected by the Government
or representatives of the Government during the 5 year demonstration period.
Visits to the site for the collection of this data shall be cleared through
the Government Contracting Officer prior to each visit. The Participant
agrees to provide appropriate key personnel (i.e. Solar ro ,Meth n cal Drgigner,
for each visit and further agrees that funds are provicfed hei^e^ for $
days not to exceed $25 per hour for a total of $ 1,200.00 	 This amount is
held in reserve for site visits only and shall be billed against each such
r i !- r -isit.
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F. The cost sharing,arrangement specified in paragraph A. does not apply
to the funds reserved for the site visits specified in paragraph E; there-
fore, the Government will reimburse the Participant 100% of cost up to
$1,200.00 for the site visits only. The billing vouchers shall specify
"Site visits for collection of data, 100: Government cost".
ARTICLE IV - PAYMENTS
Cost vouchers shall be prepared in accordance with Appendix D, Billing
Instructions of this Agreement and submitted as follows:
A. Original and one copy for payment by:
OS-DOE
Office of Commercial Accounts, Room C-277
Washington, D. C. 20545
B. Three information copies to:
Project Manager, FA33
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
ARTICLE V - PROJECT H&VAGMIENT
A. General - The Participant and the Government will each have an assigned
Project Manager for the term of the Agreement between whom it is intended all
project matters be coordinated. Additionally, DOE will have assigned a
Contracting Officer and the Participant will have assigned a Manager of its
Contract Offices to coordinate matters of a contractual nature and to
generally assist the Project Managers in effecting complete timely communi-
cations and management actions.
B. Project Schedule
The Participant and DOE have agreed to the baseline schedule as set
forth in Exhibit 1 of the Statement of Work, entitled "Project Milestones".
Any significant changes in the schedule of Project Milestones will be
achieved by mutual cooperation and agreement between the Government and
Participant's Project Managers. The agreed changes will be reflected in
the Participant's Technical Status Report.
15
C.	 Project Reviews
The Participant shall conduct project reviews as set forth in the
Statement of Work.
ARTICLE VI -
A. If in the opinion of DOE, the Participant fails to substantially
perform under this Agreement, and do s not cure such failure within
sixty (60) days after written notice of such failure by the Contracting
Officer, DOE may by written notice t the Participant by the contracting
Officer terminate this Agreement pff etive upon receipt of such termina-
tion notice by Participant and witho t liability for the incurrence of any
obligations under the Agreement from the date of the receipt of such
termination notice. Upon any such t !rmination, the Participant agrees
to promptly transfer title to DOE in accordance with ARTICLE VII,
Property Title.
B. In the event of disposition of solar system hereunder, DOE will be
obligated for no additional costs beyond those provided under the Agree-
ment except for the cost, if any, of packing and transportation of the
solar system which would be borne wholly by DOE in the case of termina-
tion hereunder.
C. Recognizing the rapid increase in construction costs in the Dallas,
Texas, area and recognizing the ceiling cost to DOE, as stated in Article III
above, and not withstanding the program completion requirements as stated in
said Article III to the contrary, the participant may at any time up to
December 26, 1978, elect to withdraw from (terminate) this Cooperative Agreement
at no cost to DOE; Participant agreeing to absorb all costs up through
withdrawal, if elected, and Participant further agreeing not to invoice
to the Government for any payment until after December 26, 1978. Exception
to this is cost incurred as stated in Article IX, in the amount of $340.00,
which are costs to cover travel as previously agreed upon.
ARTICLE VII - PROPERTY TITLE
All Participant-acquired property procured in support of Appendix
"A" Statement of Work shall be the property of the Participant. If for
any reason the solar system hardware is not installed because of building
construction stoppage, termination or other reason, the Government may
claim and receive title to said hardware not to exceed the value of the
Government's disbursed cost share.
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ARTICLE VIII - GOVERNMENT OPTION TO INSTRUMENT'
The Government, at its option, may at anytime between the effective
date of this Agreement and six weeks prior to the Final Design Review,
elect to install an instrumented data collection system for evaluation
of the Solar Systems Performance. Such optional effort shall be subject
to equitable adjustment of costs and this Agreement shall be modified
accordingly.
ARTICLE LX - DATE OF INCURRENCE OF COSTS
The Participant shall be entitled to reimbursement for domestic travel
costs incurred in an amount not to exceed $ 340.00	 on or after
July 12, 1978; which, if incurred after this Agreement had been
entered into, would have been reimbursable under 	 provisions
of this Agreement.
ARTICLE X - INDEMNIFICATION
The Participant as title holder of the Solar System described herein,
is responsible for the design, installation, operation, repair, and
maintenance of such system. DOE therefore will not be liable for
payment of damages for injuries to any person or loss of life or
personal property or loss suffered or sustained and arising from use
or operation of the equipment which is a subject of this Agreement.
The Participant agrees to indemnify and save the DOE harmless from
any and all claims, demands, damages, actions, costs, or charges
against the DOE arising as the result of the above mentioned injuries,
damages, or loss.
17
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ARTICLE XI - PERMITS
Except as otherwise direct e-d by the Contracting Officer, the Participant
shall procure all necessary permits or licenses and abide by all applicable
laws, regulations, and ordinances of the United States and of the State,
territory, and political subdivision in which the work under this Agreement
is performed.	 1.
ARTICLE XII - PUBLIC VISIBILITY OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM
The Participant agrees to provide public visibility which will include
reasonable physical access to they system, site, and building by the
Government and the public consistent with the normal uses of the facilities.
The Participant agrees to permit DOE representatives to participate in
demonstration and information programs covering the demonstration
project, as appropriate. The Government has the option to provide to
the Participant a display sign which will be installed by the Participant
for public display.
ARTICLE XIII - REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
The Participant shall submit reports in accordance with the instructions of
Appendix C of this Agreement.
ARTICLE XIV - ORDER OF PRECEDENCE
In the event of any inconsistency between the provisions of this Agreement
the inconsistency shall be resolved by giving precedence in the following
order: (a) The Schedule; (b) General Provisions; (c) Other provisions or
appendices of the Agreement, whether physically included or incorporated
by reference; and (d) Statement of Work including proposal.
ARTICLE XV - COLLECTOR CERTIFICATION
All active solar collectors used in this project must have been tested per
ASHRAE 93-77, or equivalent, and a thirty (30) day stagnation test per
the Interim Performance Criteria. The test data from these tests shall
be supplied to DOE prior to any payments being made to the Participant
by DOE.
ARTICI_.E XVI - CONTENTS OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement consists of the following Articles and Appendices all of
which are hereby incorporated in and made a part of this Agreement:
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fThe Schedule of the Agreement
ARTICLE I - Nature of Demonstration Project Activity
ARTICLE II - Term of Agreement
ARTICLE III - Estimated Cost, Cost Sharing, and DOE
Cost Ceiling
ARTICLE IV - Payments
ARTICLE V - Project Management
ARTICLE VI - Termination
ARTICLE VII - Property Title
ARTICLE VIII - Government Option to Instrument
ARTICLE IX - Date of Incurrence of Costs
ARTICLE X - Indemnification
ARTICLE XI - Permits
ARTICLE XII - Public Visibility of the Solar System
ARTICLE XIII - Reporting Requirements
ARTICLE XIV - Order of Precedence
ARTICLE XV - Collector Certification
'	 ARTICLi? XVI - Contents of Agreement
APPENDIUS:
Appendix A
	 - Statement of Work
Appendix A	 - General Provisions
Appendix C
	 - Report Requirements
Appendix D	 - Billing Instructions
1 `)
APPENDIX Ar
 ~
STATEMENT OF WORK
I.	 SCOPE
D'atrictA. The Dallas Independent School / hereinafter called the Participant,
shall provide the necessary skills, services, materials, equipment and
facilities to install and conduct an Acceptance Test of a Solar Heating and
Hot Water
	 System in a High School Building	 . This system
will be installed in accordance with the designs and specifications set
forth in the Participant's technical proposal, submitted in response to
Program Opportunity Notice EG-78-N-01-4200. The system will be
accepted in accordance with the Acceptance Test Plan required in
paragraph II. C. below.
B.	 The Solar Heating and Hot Water System will meet the performance
criteria set forth in Document NBSIR 76-1187, entitled "Interim Perform-
ance Criteria for Solar Heating and Cooling Systems in Commercial
Buildings" dated November 1976.
C.	 The technical proposal is hereby incorporated by reference amended
as follows: NONE.
1.
2.
3.
D.	 Following acceptance of the solar system as operational, the
Participant shall be responsible for the operation, repair and maintenance
of the solar system, and the submittal of applicable data as identified in
paragraph II below until expiration of the term of Agreement.
U. DRAWINGS, MANUALS AND PLANS
A.	 Drawings
1. Design Drawings
The DESIGN DRAWINGS shall be prepared and submitted as
required for the final design review. This set of design drawings shall
become the baseline drawings to which all subsequent changes are
referenced. In general, design CHANGFS shall be reflected on this
set of design drawings and each revision shall be num')ered in sequence.
The design drawings shall consist, as a minimum, of the following:
1.0
a. SITE PLAN (include on drawing)
1. Building location
29
 Structures that will cast shadows on the collectors
(either a part of the building or adjacent structures)
3. Major trees that could cast shadows on collectors
t.. Equipment-exterior to the building
S. True north arrow
6. Collectors
b. ROOF PLAN OR PLANS (include on drawing)
1. Outline of building
2. Roof slopes or pitcl es, drains, expansion joints,
changes in level, et--.
3. Collectors-located by discussion
4. Collector piping/duct including location and type• ►
of valves, expansion capability, anchors, guides,
free standing pipe supports, etc.
c. ROOF MECHANICAL PLAN OR PLANS (include on drawings)
1. Locate and note all piping/duct valves/dampers,
equipment and controls.
d. ELEVATIONS
1. Building wit:L collector arrays (at least three
elevation views one each, from the south, east and west).
e. DETAILS (include dimensions)
1. Collector support
2. Collector support concepts to roof
3. Collector piping/duct details
4. Piping/duct supports, as part of collector support
or free standing, including anchors and guides
S. Storage, building piping/duct entries, and piping
details
6. Pipe/duct insulation and waterproofing
T. All mechanical and/or electrical interfaces with
conventional system
i
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f. SOLAR SCHEMATIC
I. Indicate equipment and valves/dampers in sufficient
detail so as to explain operating modes
2. Operating anode description.
g. CONTROL DESCRIPTION AND SCHEMATIC
1. Description
2. Schematic in sufficient detail to explain all Planned
operating modes
3. Specifications of major valves and other control
components
h. MAJOR COMPONENTS. SCHEDULE
1. Pumps, fans, motors
2. Tanks)
3. Collectors
4. Other
Z. As-Built Drawings_
a. As-built drawings shall be the design drawings updated to
reflect the solar system as it exists at the time of the solar system
operational date.
b. Any changes made to the solar system during the operatie"I
period shall be incorporated as revisions to the as-built drawings and 5
copies of the. revised drawings shall be provided to the Contracting Officer.
B. Ope^ ration, annd Maintenance Manuals
Operation and Maintenance Manuals shall be prepared consistent
with standard industry practice. This document shall be written in such
a manner as to be easily understood by maintenance personnel who have
had no special technical training in solar energy systems. The manual
shall be complete. It shall cover the entire solar energy system --
including the collectors, transport system, storage and distribution
systems. Particular attention shall be given to controls.
'	 22
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C. Acceptance Test Plan (ATP)
1. The Participant shall develop an ATP which contains the proce-
dure to be followed during acceptance test. A draft version of the plan
shall be submitted for review at the Final Design Review. The finalized
ATP shall be delivered to the Govermnent Project Manager not later than
14 calendar days prior to the scheduled cond!z,t of the Acceptance Test.
2. The ATP shall include items to be tested, test objectives. test
requirements, and test methods.
3. The ATP is'to verify:
a. That each item of solar connected equipment (i. a,,
collectors, storage tank s, controls. fans, pumps, etc.) is installed and
operating, as designed, within the manufacturer's specified limits;
b. That the system is balanced to conform as closely ar
practical to the design performance specifications.
Data collected to verify a. and b. above will be recorded along
with the date, time and individual(s) performing test.
III. REVIEWS
The Participant shall conduct the reviews described below at
Dallas	 0 Texas	 . These reviews are to define the
specific solar system for installation, acceptance and operation.
The schedule for the reviews is as set forth in Exhib'.t 1, "Pruj,:ct
Milestones".
A. Design Reviews
1. These reviews shall accomplish, but shall not be limited to,
the following:
a. review the solar-related system design to the component
level.
b. Review the description and rationale for any solar-
rela:ed project modifications or deviations which the contractor plans
to implement.
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c. Review the schedules and costs for the. solar portion of
the demonstration project.
d. Review the status and content of the drawings, specifica-
tions and calculations for the solar portion of the project.
e. Review the status of the Acceptance Test Plan.
2. lPive (5) copies of the following documentation shall be delivered
to lie Government Project Manager fourteen (14) calendar days prior to
each scheduled review. In the event that the date for sending'this data
cannot be met, this fact must be made known to the Government Contract-
ing Officer's Representative not later than 4 weeks prior to final design
review. If the fact is known later, the final design review will be
rescheduled on a day-for-day basis and the contractor will not hold the
Government liable for any additional costs so incurred.
a. Solar system demonstration project schedules.
b. Solar system design drawings (as defined in paragraph
II.A.1. ).
C, Specifications and other technical data.
d. Solar system Acceptance Test Plan Draft (Final design
review only).
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EXHIBIT I of
APPENDIX A
PROJECT MILESTONES
f
MILESTONES D^ ATE
4
•	 o	 DESIGN REVIEWS
30010 Design Review— in conjunction w/meeting
/City	 Dallaswof Sept.	 6, 1978
Final (90% complete) Oct.	 23, 1978
o	 SOLAR SYSTEM SUBCONTRE ►CT IS/AWARDS
- Pre Bid Conference Nov.	 22, 1978
- Sub-Contract award Dec.	 26, 1978
o	 DELIVERIES
Collectors TBD
Other Mayor Components TRD
o	 SOLAR SYSTEM
Start Installation Jan.	 10, 1979
Delivery of Finalized Acceptance Test Plan TBD
Complete Installation May 10, 1979
Solar System Operational Date June 11, 1979
• COIPLF.TE ACCEPTANCE TEST (Solnr System Operational Date) June 14, 1979
•	 OPE14 HOUSE CEREMONIES - (Sometime in September)	 TBD
•	 END OF D1 ,0N:;T%kTION PEP.IOD 	 J ume 1984
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Department of Energy
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT
Pursuant to Authority to PL 93-410,
PL 438.. PL 473, PL 93-577 and
PL 95-91
3. Participant Name and Address
Dallas Independent School District
3700 Ross Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75204
15. Project Title
Solar Heating & Hot Water System
7. Participant Project Manager
(Name and Address)
Mr. Francis P. Arnold, Jr.
Page 1 of 2
l.a. Agreement Number
EM-78-FOl-5204
l.b.. Modification Number
2. Agreement Period
From:
To:
	
See Article II
4. Participant Type
[=Educational =Nonprofit
rr State or Local Governmeet
LJ Profit	 "r
6. Reports are required
See Article
8. Government Project :Tanager
(Name and Address)
Mr. William A. Hagen
i
-	 1
Telephone No.
9.	 Method of Payment
See Article IV
11. Funding Sources
Source	 Amount
DOE	 $ 235.241
Participant
	
$ 90,277
Total Funding
	 $ 325.518
114.Amount obligated by this action
$ 720.00
115. DOE Cooperative Agreements Officer
10.Accounting and Appropriation Data
89X0210, 91
BDO1-01-01-CS-90-91
PR#01-79CS35204.001
12. Remarks
See Page 2 for modification
description
13. DOE IssLing Office (Name & AddresE
D.O.E.
-office of Procurement Operations
400 First Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20545
16. Participant Acceptance
ORIGINAL SIGNED
KENNETH D. SOWELL	 AUG It 111,
(Signature)
	 (Date)
Name (typed) Kenneth D. Sowell
Title Contracting Uticer
Telephone No. (205) 453-02,4
By
(Signature of Authorized (Date)
Official)
Name (typed)
Title
Telephone No.
uRIGINAL 1'^?
OF POOR QIU,^ Lj
26,
Modification No. A001
Page 2
The purpose of this modification is to provide additional funds for the
installation of a double wall heat exchanger and the cooperative agree-
went is amended a^ follows:
1. Item 11. Funding Sources on the contract cover page is hereby
amended as follows:
Sources	 Previous Amount	 Increase This Mod.	 New Total
DOE	 $234,521	 $720	 $235,251
Participant	 90,000	 277	 90,277
Total Funding	 $324,521	 $997	 $325,518
2. Paragraph A. of ARTICLE III - ESUMATED COST, COST SHARING AND
DOE COST CEILING is hereby amended as follows:
A. The total estimated cost of performing the work is hereby
changed from $234,521 to $325,518.
B. The DOE contribution cost ceiling is hereby changed from
$233,321 to $234,041.
C. The total estimated cost to the Government is hereby changed
from $234,521 to $235,241,
3. APPENDIX A-STATEMENT OF WORK, Paragraph I. C. is amended to delete
the word "NONE" and add the following item 1.
• '1. A Double Wall Heat Exchanger will be installed in tl:.e solar
loop for domestic water heating (Participant's bid alternate #6)."
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OCT S 1978
I	 '
Mr. lrsucia P. Arnold. Jr.
Dallas Independent School District
3700 Ross Avenue
Dallas$ TX 75204
Dear Sirs
DESZOATION Of AUTHORIZED RZPRFSE:4TATIVE FOR Till 007- MCTING
OFFICER UNDER COOPEUTIVZ AGRIE-MiE?IT N0, EN-7R-F01-5204
This is to advise that the Government Project Honagere
Hr. , '4111tas A. Hagen
	
. (George C. ttarshall Space Flight
Center; Marshall space Fli.^,ht'Center, Alabama 35-312; Code FA33)
is tho authorized reprosentative of the Contractin¢ Officer for
perfornance of functions as set forth in the attached letter of
designations
Please acknowledge receipt of this advisement in the space
provided on the copy of thle letter mad return to Ceor;,e Co
'iarawsll Space Plight Center; :iarShAll Space Flight Cantor,
Alabama 33412; Code: AP34,
Sincerely,
Ronald D. Dact-er
Contracting Officer
Enclosure
ccs
AP34/OF 6 RF
FA33/I1. A. Haven
DO:: Conner
DOE/Goodwin
OF PWp,
_a
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(Date)
FA33
StemsDemonstratign Office —
Solar Heatine & CoolingProi^Office
DESIGNATION OF AUTHORIZED CONTRACTING OFFICER REPRESENTATIVE
0;	 REFERENCE: CONTRACT N0. - (COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT) Em-78- F01-5204
CONTRACTOR — (PARTICIPANT) Dallas Indevendent School Dis trict
PROJECT	 - Solar. Heating & Hot Water System
It is necessary for the Government to perform numerous monitoring or
administrative activities in its role of assuring the successful
accomplishment of contractual requirements. Such activities require
the expertise of both technical and business personnel operating in a
timely and orderly manner.
Therefore. I hereby designate William A. Hagen 	 as my duly
authorized representative solely for the purpose of performing the
administrative functions listed below which may be required in
connection with the above reference. However, the representative is
Pat au thorized to: (a) execute or agree to any changes in the
specifications, delivery schedule, or other terms and conditions of
the contract; (b) order work outside the scope of the contract; (c)
resolve any dispute concerning a question of fact or law arising
under the contract; or (d) to further delegate any of the
administrative functions listed below unless such redelr_gation
is made in writing and the prior written approval of a duly
authorized contracting officer is indicated, in which event a copy
of the redelegation shall be made a part of the contract file.
The authorized representative shall:
1. Assist the contractor in interpreting technical requirements of
the contract ' s scope of work. (Differences of opinion shall be
referred to the contracting officer for resolution.)
2. Coordinate with the contractor written technical directions,
specifications, and procedures relating to the contractual
Work requirements.
r0t.•i ERJA PO-COAR-977
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3. Issue technical directions in accordance with the Technical Uirectioa
claw*,
 if any, eoatained in the contract.
40
4. Promptly relay information regarding technical proble= to the
coatracting officer.
a. Review and comment on the contractor ' s request for Government-
furnished facilities, supplies, materials, and equipment and
forward the request to the contracting officer for disposition.
6. Review and comment on the contractor's request for consent to
the purchase of supplies, materials, and equipment, and forward
the request to the contracting officer for disposition.
7. Maintain a complete and open line of communication with the
contr acting officer regarding the contractor ' s technical
performance and progress. When requested provide written
assessment of contractor ' s performance for inclusion in the
contractor performance file.
8. Conduct or assura that Government inspection and accaPtAnce are
accomplished for:
All items, etc.
L^ Linn items numbers
117 Final report
L/ None
9. Review payment vouchers and concur with respect to the percent of
technical completion for items or services delivered and
accepted under the contract.
10. Upon expiration of the contract, provide a written staterent
attesting to the contractor ' s completion of technical performance
under the contract and of the delivery and acceptance of all
goods and services for which inspection and acceptance are
herein delegated.
._ Contracting Officer
FOKH ERDA-PO-COAR-977
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Concerns During Implementation
A concern surfaced during site implementation regarding
use of a double wall heat exchanger. Contractual language
caused doubt for both parties (site owner/DOT). Therefore,
the contract/ was amended for compliance with Section 4.6
(Protection of Potable Water and Circulated Air) of the
"Interim Performance Criteria for Solar Heating and Cooling
Systems in Commercial Buildings" - NBSIR, 76-1187.
A letter from the Dallas Independent School District
(November 6, 1978) follows.
31
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Nolan Estes
General Supedn* w
.iy s
dallm rdepenclent sdhool doct
November 6, 1978
Mr. W. A. Hagen, P. E.
Operational Test Site Manager
Solar Heating and Cooling Program, FA33
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 35812
Dear Mr. Hagen:
Per your request of October 3, 1978 concerning chemical treatment in
Dallas Independent School District steam boilers, we are happy to
furnish the following information.
1. The only chemical which is transported into the steam lines
by vaporization and entrained with the steam to the heat
exchangers is c clo-he y lamine in a concentration not ex-
ceeding 10 PPM. This same chemical in the same concentration
is approved by health authorities for steam cleaning of dairy
equipment, according to our water treatment contractor.
2. The Dallas Independent School District uses this treatment in
289 steam heating boilers, many of which also serve steam
heat exchangers to domestic hot water systems. Many of these
systems exceed 20 years of service, with no cross contamination
problems.
We trust that this is the information you requested.
Sincerely,
J
F. P. Arnold, P. E.
Chief Engineer
•^	 i ;	 .rn
FA33
3700 Ross Avenue, Dallas, was 75204, 214/824-1620 	
a
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At DOE/MSFC request, the project was bid with alternate
#6 being the purchase and installation of a double wall
heat exchanger.
After much dialogue the agreement was modified (Mod
A001 dated August 17, 1979) by both Statement of Work
and a shared cost. The action is reproduced on pages
26 and 27 of this Final Report.
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Recommend of Award of Contract to Install
The report of the Recommne ►:' of Award of Contract to
Install Solar Heating and Hot ',;Ater System at North Dallas
High School follows.
34
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C*AAa***  	 December 12, 1978
RECOMMEND AWARD OF CONTRACT TO INSTALL SOLAR HEATING AND
.t:stt or aoes+wam HOT WATER SYSTEM AT NORTH DALLAS HIGH SCHOOLIYN somm
Sealed bids for the installation of a solar heating and hot
water system at North Dallas High School in accordance with
plans and specifications prepared by Foster-Meier Architects
were received and opened at 3:00 p.m., Friday, December 1,
1978.
The Administration recommends award of the contract to Burden
Service Company on their low bid as follows:
Base Bid	 $2959260.00
Alternate No. 2 (Gym Heating)	 20,915.00
Alternate No.. 3 (Roof Walks) 	 3,410.00
Alternate No. 4 (New Roof)
	
40,520.00
TOTAL CONTRACT PRICE 	 $3609105.00
This proje :t is. funded partially by a Federal cost sharing
agreement based on a proposal submitted by the District in
January, 1978, based on cost estimates prepared in December,
1977. The ceiling on the Federal funds is $ 233,321.00 of
actual solar costs, allocated on a participation of 72.17%
of project costs up to $323 , 293.00. The balance of all costs
over the Federal ceiling are to be borne by the District from
the Operating Fund.
The Administration further recommends that the President and
Secretary of the Board be authorized to execute this contract
prior to December 26, 1978, in order to meet the terms of the
contract between the District and the U. S. Department of
Energy.
Cost sharing is to be as stated above.
IttG'G1r "V4O6Os
•a"am" a"~& as"	 I
ae" 404& /RYl1M^
	
	
w/^IaT'MtT •YYtA1M'^M^iMT 	 yafYl^f^ •1/MH.fTeM^^I.T 1
Assoc. Superintendent
APPR Yea-	 04&0#Vq :
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December 12, 1978
RECOMMM PURCHASE OF SECTIONALIZED SOLAR WATER STORAGE TANK
,mss a' 044PA"	 AND SUPPORTS FOR NORTH DALLAS HIGH SCHOOL SOLAR b'YSTEM
Separate sealed bids for furnishing components of the solar
water storage tank and its mounting supports for the North
Dallas High School Solar Heating System were received and
opened at 3:00 p .m., Friday, December 1,.1978.
The Administration recommends immediate purchase of these
items from Ashcraft Company, Inc., on their low bid of
$5,440.00. Costs will be shared 72.17 percent from Federal
Funds with the balance from the Operating Fund.
XCCOMMemac )l
60169" MIMMM*MNw^
6"4" 4WMAMO►
	"esc'1amw cY/MMr7^.cM*	 .NSMsN W	 t
Assoc. SuperintendentA~aveM	 ;wOMM
2MM606"
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Final Design Review
r
The Final Design Review was held October 26, 1978.
This report originated by PRC Energy Analysis Company
follows.
it
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PRC Energy Analysis Company PM
"';^T?"^"°°.""°"'r,.,?'He.,a.. •<+qx-,s.. .,..-n:.ca,.,..,..,;..w.ru•p^gw,.,..,.......ya..-*.tr, -..,.,.^..,,T.x,........-m-•..-:rn^v: 	,rr	 . , .. _ -- .	 "S!'^	 «*-	 _	 r ^w.	 r.
March 12, 197%
Mr. Bill Hagen
W-%A/MSFC
Solar Beating b Cooling Program
FA-33
Huntsville, Alabama 35812
Dear Mr. Hagen:
Enclosed are our comments generated from our Final Design Review meeting
for the North Dallas High School.
The comments are provided to act as a reminder of significant items
discussed at the Final Design Review meeting.
Sincerely,
James L. Easterly
Senior Associate
JLE:1j
Enclosure
Final Design Review Report
C100.01.O2.32
cc: Mr. Carl Conner
Mr. Russell O'Connell (w/o enclosure)
Mr. Thomas Canning (w/o enclosure)
PRC/EAC Contracts
A Planning Research Company
76()0 Old Spnrn7hrnis4., Road. W I-oar. W (.pnin
To+ phone ('7011 d93- iii?:
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rProtect Status Reports
Five Project Status Reports and one supplemental were
received during site solar system implementation. These
are included in the following pages.
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am," &MOV"ne«n
Mr. W. A. Hagen
Project Manager, FA33
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 35812
Re: North Dallas High School
Solar Project
Report No. i
Dear Bill:
The status of the North Dallas High School Project is as follows:
1. The installing contractor, Burden Service Company is
set up on the job doing mostly preliminary checking
and measuring of the building.
2. The supply and return heating water lines are run from
the solar storage tank room to the point where they will
join the existing main system lines.
3. The sectionalized solar storage tank is in place and is
approximately 50 percent complete.
4. Contractor's shop drawings are being reviewed by the
design engineer.
5. The contractor has been authorized by the DISD to supply
the double wall heat exchanger for the solar domestic
hot water heat exchanger.
6. The project is progressing satisfactorily at this stage.
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We are also attaching our first progress payment request covering
basic design fees, the solar storage tank (which was bid separately,
as you will recall) and the contractor's first payment request. Also
attached is the cost breakdown as required in the DOE contract.
Should you have any questions, please advise.
Sincerel
6^
F. P. Arnold, P. E.
Chief Engineer
FPA: dj t
Attachments
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Mr. W. A. Hagen
Project Manager, FA 33
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 35812
Re: North Dallas High School
Solar Project
Report No. 2
Dear Bill:
The status of the North Dallas High School Project is as follows:
1. The solar storage tank fabrication is completed and the
tank filled with water for leak testing and to fit it
snugly into the support cradles. It will be drained,
dried, sandblasted internally and externally, then epoxy
coated inside and urethane insulated externally after
all piping connections are made.
2. Piping risers to attic are complete and ready for insulation.
3. Piping to Gym areas is complete and waiting for installation
of fan-coil units.
4. Electrical work has been started in equipment room area.
5. Solar collectors have been delivered to jobsite and are
stored in two completely enclosed and locked 40 ft. truck
trailers.
6. Weather has delayed start of roof work, which has prevented
any solar work on roof. Roofer is on the Job as of May 7
and estimates two weeks work to install new roofing and set
all required pitch pans for solar supports, pipe penetrations,
etc.
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7. Roof piping will be re-routed to remove north-south collector
array mains from roof to attic area below to achieve optimum
fall as well as added protection of inside location from
physical damage to insulation and U.V. degradation. Single
supply and return risers from each of the array run-outs along
the array support structure will penetrate the roof to the array
north-south mains in the attic on each side of the building.
Adequate swing Joints and expansion loops will be provided for
thermal expansion and contraction. It is our opinion that this
is a design improvement from an operating and maintenance view-
point and we request your early approval of this change.
Attached is our second progress payment request covering technical site
support fees and contractor payments for the period February through April.
Obligated funds have increased $997.00 to reflect the cost of the double
wall H.E. shown as Change gl on the Contractor's pay request No. 3, attached.
We request additional DOE participation to cover this increased project cost.
Should you have any questions, please advise.
Sin eel ,
V. D.-
F. P. Arnold, P. E.
Chief Engineer
FPA: dj t
Attachments
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Mr. W. A. Hagen
Project Manager, FA 33
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 35812
Re: N. Dallas High School Solar Project
Report No. 3
Dear Bill:
The North Dallas High School project is not moving at the expected rate because
of heavy rains during the month of May which stopped the roof work. Hopefully
the rains have stopped and the roof work will continue so that the collector
installation can be started.
The Contractor is also reporting difficulty in getting Doucette to deliver the
double-wall heat exchanger for domestic hot water preheat, which has been on
order for 90 days.
The general status is as follows:
1. Piping of the solar water mains in the attic is well under way .
2. Pumps, domestic hot water preheat tank have been delivered.
3. Repair of wooden roof support structure is well under way.
4. Electrical and control work has been minimal.
The contractor has requested a 90 day extension of time which we have not
approved. Our estimate is that the project will be 45 to 60 days past the
June 11 operational date.
Per our phone conversation, we request that you review the payment request of
Voucher No. 2, copy attached, which covered travel expenses to San Diego. As
you can see DOE cost shared this expense, which is not in our Agreement.
Voucher No. 1, covering Atlanta expenses, is in our Agreement, Article IX, in
the amount of $340.00 to be reimbursed, yet the DOE cost shared this expense
also. We request that both these payments be corrected to the amounts claimed,
since the travel was only because of Government request.
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Also attached for your approval is Voucher No. 5 covering all costs to
May 25. 1979.
Should you have any questions, please advise.
Sincerel
V
F. P. Arnold. P.E.
Chief Engineer
FP/i:djt
Attachments - Copies Vouchers 1 6 2
Voucher 5 and Documentation
so
August 24, 1979 s
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d^
Mr. W. A. Hagen, P. E.
Project Manager, FA 33
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 35812
Re: North la?las High School
Solar Project
Report No. 4
Dear Bill:
The North Dallas High School Project is stili not progressing at the
rate that it should and I have advised the Contractor that although we
are allowing the payment request for July, which is part of the attachment,
we wile accept no additional requests until the system is operational to
the extent that hydronic flow balancing work in the arrays and solar piping
system can be commenced.
The general status is as follows:
1. Piping of solar mains in attic is complete.
2. Solar equipment room piping is 80 percent complete.
3. Epoxy coating of storage tank interior complete.
4. Storage tank exterior ready for urethane application.
S. Roof array support structure being assembled.
6. First complete array scheduled to be complete 8-31-79.
7. Domestic water heating system in place complete.
8. All new roofing is in the "Dry", ready for pitch pans,
finish coat, walkways, etc.
9. Electrical work 70 percent complete.
The Contractor estimates late September for a trial run on the acceptance
test. I will attempt to give you a call once a reasonable date is established
should you care to be here to observe the preliminary test runs.
As you can see, I am back on the job, although on half-days until September 3.
Paul Oyer will still be my eyes as far as work on the roof is concerned for a
little while longer.
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Attached for your approval is Voucher No. 6, covering all costs through
July 26, 1979 and reflecting modification A001 for the double-wall heat
exchanger.
Should you have any questions, please advise.
Sincerely,
F. P. Arnold, P. E.
Chief Engineer
FPA:djt
Attachments
cc: Mr. Paul D. Dyer, P. E.
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awww SUPOM ndel
Mr. W. A. Hagen
Project Manager, FA 33
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, Ala. 35812
Re: N. Dallas High School
Solar Project Report No. 5
Dear Bill:
The North Dallas High School Project is 97 per cent com-
plete and is manually operational. All work on the roof
is complete except for insulating the small piping from
array manifolds to solar panels and final control con-
nections to mechanical vents on each array and master
sequencing sensor connections. The main equipment room
control panel and sub-panel also are incomplete. The
controls sub-contractor states the systems will be
functional by November 16 but will need another week
for de-bugging.
As reported by phone to you, we will tentatively schedule
the acceptance test for the first week in December,
weather permitting, in order to meet your travel schedule.
We will re-confirm with the weather service the preceding
week.
Attached is our Pay Request No. 7 which will over-run
the cumulative Cooperative Agreement amount. We have
shown a parenthetical adjustment to reflect this situation.
Should you have any questions, please advise.
Sincerely yours,
^.a
F. P. Arnold, P. E.
Chief Engineer
FPA:ota
14
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Solar Heating and Domestic Hot Water System
North Dallas High School - Dallas, Texas
F. P. Arnold, Jr., P. E.
Oscar Bradley
Application - building heating and domestic hot water heating
System Type - circulating hot water
Collector Type - flat plate liquid
Collector Manufacturer - Lennox
Collector Area - 4800 square feet
Storage Capacity - 10,000 gallon steel tank
Building Load (heating plus hot water) - 1424 x 10 6 BTU/yr.
BTU'S Produced - 686.6 x 106 BTU/yr. (specified)
Building Owner - Dallas Independent School District
Architect - Foster & Meier Architects (renovation)
Engineer - W. K. Ball Consulting Engineers
Contractor - Burden Service Company
Introduction
This report is intended to be a supplement to the project report as
submitted in the San Diego 1978 Contractor's Review. The project
was out for bids for installation at that time, therefore that report
covered system design only.
This up-data deals only with'system installation. Unforeseen long
term delays due to widespread winter weather damage and later heavy
and prolonged rains set planned completion back 120 days. Acceptance
tests are planned to commence November 15, 1979, sunshine permitting.
Installation
The following comments result from observation by the Contractor as
well as by the Project Manager during the construction of this project.
Several basic occurrences in this phase are noteworthy because of their
unusual nature.
The storage tank originally consisted of three options:
1. Buried insulated steel; outside building line.
2. Utilisation of an existing abandoned indoor
swimming pool, capped and insulated, or
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3. Steel tank inside the building.
The ON-ner opted to use the third method. However, entry was limited
because the only means of access to the basement area selected as the
installation site was through either an abandoned air shaft approximately
5' x 12' extending through the roof, or a horizontal pipe tunnel approxi-
mately 6' x 61.
The tank, 8' diameter by 27' length, was moved through the tunnel in
pre-formed and pre-rolled sections and assembled by welding in place,
then insulated with 3" polyurethane and internally lined with epoxy
paint. The installation was accomplished in this manner with a minimum
of disruption to the school. Footings supporting the tank cradles
extend below the existing basement floor. Double thicknesses of load
bearing neoprene pads are used as thermal barriers between the steel
tank and the steel tank cradles. This prevents heat loss to the ground.
Total filled tank weight is 50 tons.
To minimize the danger of traffic damage and freezing to piping on the
roof, the solar water distributing mains to the solar arrays were moved
to an attic location rather than the roof. This has worked very well,
although slightly complicating the installation.
A Change Order involving requirement of a double-walled heat exchanger
in the domestic hot water preheat system created some delay in the
project due to poor delivery performance and also, some problems with
space requirements and insulation. These were due to the configuration
of the heat exchanger, i.e., narrow, long, and with exposed annular
vented tubes.
Water make-up to the storage system was originally planned to be via a
float valve with a low water alarm. Since the system inherently could
possibly be over-filled, this was changed during construction to a
manual make-up with both high and low water alarms and a 30" sight glass
was installed.
The solar panel support structure, after careful planning, was installed
with a minimum of problems, and proved to be very substantial. This is
a bolted structure fabricated from proprietary formed steel shapes,
factory finished. The flat plate panels which are mounted at 450
accommodated very readily to this type structure. Each array consists
of panels arranged in a double stack with the upper and lower panel piped
in series. The pair is fed from the array supply manifold and discharges
into the array return manifold back to the solar storage tank. Array
distribution piping manifolds as well as the supply and return horizontal
mains located in the five foot high &.rtic below were carefully graded to
obtain maximum drainage within the limits of installation cond-lLions,
since this is a drain-down system.
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Protect Status
At the time of this writing, the system controls require some work for
automatic operation. The system has been pressure tested and operated
manually for brief periods and during one four hour period on a clear
sunny day with outdoor ambient temperature averaging 80 07, raised 8000
gallons of storage water from 65OF to 130 0F temperature. This wasunder
no-load conditions, however-It is anticipated that the system will go
on-line November 19, 1979.
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Solar Use of Facilities
A request was received by the Dallas Independent School
District for use of the school facilities for solar energy
related activity. This correspondence follows:
s
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April 17, 1980
	 fal ^' IMPOINOMMM
Mr. John H. Carlson
Texas Energy and Natural
Resources Advisory Council
411 West 13th Street
Austin, Texas 78701
Dear Mr. Carlson:
Thank you for your letter of April 4, 1980 concerning the use
of school facilities.
The Dallas Independent School District is pleased to accommodate
the Texas Energy and Natural Resources Advisory Council at the
North Dallas High School on Thursday, June 12, 1980 from 10:00
a. a. to 6 : 00 p. m.
Please contact Mr. D. 0. Regalado, Principal, at North Dallas
High School, 521-3103 or my office 824-1620, extension 447 if
we can be of further assistance to you.
Sincerely,
R. S. Andrews	
I
Assistant Superintendent-
Business Services
RSA:vs
cc: Mr. D. 0. Regalado
Mr. William H. Cotton
Mr. Paul Arnold
W. James Dam
I
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TEXAS ENERGY AND NATURAL RESdUOtC "gtAOVI9ORY COUNCIL
411 WEST 13TH STREET, AUSTIN, TEXAS 78701
April 4, 1980
Mr. Robert Andrews
Dallas Independent School District
700 Ross
Dallas, TX 75204
Dear Mr. Andrews:
The Texas Energy and Natural Resources Advisory Council created In December,
1979 the Solar Advisory Committee. its mission is to develop a comprehensive
statement on the appropriate role of the State of Texas in supporting research,
development, demonstration, commercialization, and information dissemination
activities related to solar and wind energy. The twenty-one member advisory
committee is chaired by Mack Wallace, Commissior of the Railroad Commission.
In an effort to solicit public participation, the Solar Advisory Committee will
conduct five public hearings throughout Texas: El Paso, Lubbock, San Antonio$
Dallas, and Houston. The Committee desires to hold the Dallas public hearing on
June 12, 1980 at North Dallas High School. As North Dallas High School is the
largest solar heating project in Dallas, the school would be an excellent location
for the solar public hearing.
The public hearing would be held on Wednesday, 3une 12 from 10:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. A school auditorium would be the most likely hearing area so as to
accomodate the twenty committee members and 100 to 150 citizens. If the Dallas
Independent School District Is amenable to the hearings, specifics such as tables
and microphones can be detailed at a future date.
Thank you for your consideration and I look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely,
A. S. Lndie:°s
Aasistaat St:.; r!nt »a2»%
t/	 BWZess 6-i%
n H Carlson	 •^
Program Coordinator for Commercial and Solar Date	 N • - -	 _—..
JHC:mId "C-.ton 
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Submittal of Report
The following correspondence represents the final sub-
mittal before the transfer of this project to the Southern
Regional Solar Energy Center (SREC) for DOE project monitor-
ing.
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May 5, 19801
Mr. W. A. Hagen
Operational Test Site Manager
Solar Heating and Cooling Program, FA33
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 35812
Unue Wrl9W
OW" sUv«Wftra.w
,^ b
16r
Re: N. Dallas High School Solar
Project, Dallas, Texas
Contract EM-78-FO1-5204
Dear Mr. Hagen:
Under separate covers via U.S. Postal Service Parcel Post we
forwarded to you on May 2, 1980 the following:
(1) 1 roll consisting of 2 bound sets of "as-built"
prints of the North Dallas High School Solar
Heating and Domestic Hot Water System installation.
(2) 1 package consisting of one (1) set of construction
specifications, complete with all addendums, of the
project and one (1) complete copy of the project
Operating and Maintenance Manual for the installation.
Attached are two (2) copies each of the detailed project descrip-
tion and the final acceptance test run. The system was first
tested and legged on a preliminary basis for five (5) continuous
hours from sun-rise until 12:40 P.M. on December 4, 1979. This
is counted as the official start-up date for the system.
Based on the results obtained in the December 4 test, additional
balancing valves were installed in the return solar water mains
from each of the two solar panel fields to allow flow balancing
which would assure equal solar water temperatures off each of
the two equal area panel fields. Also added was a calibrated
pitot type flow measuring device (annubar) in the main solar
water supply line to the solar panels to allow almost exact
design flow adjustment.
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A final acceptance test of two hours based on these changes
plus commensurate flow adjustments was then run on January 17,
1980, which is attached. We are highly pleased with the system
performance and have had no difficulties to date other than
two minor freezes in isolated arrays, apparently caused by
individual vacuum breakers sticking on drain -down cycle. Panel
header ends which ruptured were easily repaired.
Monthly natural gas consumption for the building since start-
up of the solar system is as follows:
December, 1979
January, 1980
February, 1980
March, 1980
-	 605.5 MCF
-	 554.6 MCF
-	 709.0 MCF
-	 173.0 MCF
We will advise monthly gas consumption to complete the first
12 months of operation, but the system will not be in operation
during June, July and most of August since the building will
have no hot water usage during the period when school is not
in session.
Attached for your information are copies of correspondence
concerning usage of the project location as a State sponsored
solar energy conference site on June 12, 1980.
We trust that this data will bring the project up to current
status as to required documentation.
Sincerely,
 Z'^ y 	 //"
F. P. Arnold, P. E.
Chief Engineer
FPA:djt
Attachments
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APPENDIX A - SPECIFICATIONS
The Specification for Solar Modification, Existing
Building Heating and Domestic Hot Water Systems, October
30, 1978, is available for review at the North Dallas High
School, Dallas Independent School District, Dallas, Texas
75204, should you require this 200 page document.
Architect is:
Foster & Meier Architects
Architects and Planners
800 LTV Tows:
Dallas, Texas 75201
Phone: 214 - 748-5055
Mechanical, Electrical and Solar is:
William K. Hall Company
4350 N. Central Expressway
Dallas, Texas 75206
Phone: 214 - 826-8831
The index of this document follows and is included as
part of this f inal report .
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SPECIFICATION INDEX
SECTION
	
PAGES
DIVISION 00 - CONDITIONS OF THE CONTRACT
ADVERTISEMENT FOR RIDS _______________________________ 1 - 2
Section 00050 - Instruction to Bidders ................. 1 - 4
Section 00100 - Proposal .............................. 1 - 7
Section 00200 - General Conditions . . . . . . .. . ........... 1 -36
Section 00300 - General Provisions .................... 1 -38
DIVISION 01 - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Section 0100 - General Construction Requirements ........ 1 - 7
DIVISION 02 - SITEWORK
Section 02200 - Excavation, Filling and Grading ........ 1 - 3
DIVISION 03 - CONCRETE
Section 03300 - Concrete ............................ 1 - 6
DIVISION 04 - MASONRY
Section 04200 Unit Masonry ........................... 1 - 2
DIVISION 05 - METAL
Section 05500 - Miscellaneous Metals .............. • . • • • 1 - 5
DIVISION 06 - WOOD AND PLASTICS
Section 06100 Carpentry .............................. 1 - 2
DIVISION 07 - THERMAL AND MOISTURE PROTECTION
Secti ,,n 07500 - Built-Up Bitunirous Roofing ............. 1 - 3
Section 07600 • - Sheet Metal Work ...................... 1 - 2
Section 07800 - Roof Accessories .. • ................... 1
Section 07900 1 Caulking and Sealing ................... 1 - 2
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SECTION PAGES
8-0	 WDIVISION 0	 DOORS AND	 INDOWS
No Work in thi's Division
.ra
DIVISION 09 - FINISHES
*Section 09900
	 - Painting	 ............................ 1 - 3
DIVISION 10 - SPECIALTIES
No Work in this Division
DIVISION 11 - EQUIPMENT
No Work in this Division
M DIVISION 12 - FURiIISHINGS
No Work in this Division
DIVISION 13 - SPECIAL C014STRUCTIO14
No Work in this Division
` DIVISION 14	 CONVEYING SYSTEMS
No Work in this Division
" F DIVISION 15 - MECHANICAL
.y
Section 15010 - General Provisions for Mechanical Work 	 ... 1	 -12
Section	 15100	 Basic Materials and	 ............._	 • Methods 1 _16
Section	 15180	 Insulation	 • . •	 • . • • • . • 1	 3
Section	 15700 - Liquid Heat Transfer ................... 1	 - 2
1	 7Section	 15705	 Flat Plate	 Solar Collector • 
.......... • ..
_
Section	 15706	 Storage Tanks •	 • • •	 • • . •
_
1	 2
Section 15350 - System Balancing Testing and Adjjstir,g•... i - 3
Sectiun	 15^00 - Spolar• System Controls .............. • .. • 1 - 6
ti
, n
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ii
SEC TION
DIVISION 16 - ELECTRICAL
Section 16010 - General Provisions for Electrical Work
Section 16100 - Basic Materials and Methods .........
Section 16400 - Service and Distribution Equipment...
Section 16500 - Lighting Fixtures .................
Section 16900 - Motor and Controls ................
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APPENDIX B - SOLAR MODIFICATION
A 250 page Solar Modification, North Dallas High School
Operation and Maintenance Instructions Document has been
compiled by the Burden Service Company, P.O. Box 4425,
Dallas, Texas 75208, telephone (214) 942-4475.
The operating instructions, Solar System - North Dallas
High School and the index to solar modifications is included
as part of this final report. Should detail information
be required contact the North Dallas Iiigh School or the
Southern Regional Solar Energy Center (SREC), Atlanta,
Georgia.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
SOLAR SYSTEM - NORTH DALLAS H I sb SCFOOL
WINTER - Building and Hot Water Heating
Position selector switch on master parel to " W INTER"
position. Check water level in solar storage tank
for proper operating level. Start pumo "P-1" at start-
stop station on master panel. Start a ' ; air handling
units as required, and boilers if desires. Place HOA
switches pumps "P-3", "P-4", "P-5", arc " P-6" in auto
position.
For most desirable results, system sho,.ji.i to started
as early in the day as possible, to assist rapid fill-
ing of the collector panel arrays. This minimizes
sudden steam accumulation in the arrays.
SUK4ER - Hot Water Heating Only
Position selector switch on raster panel to "SUMMER".
Turn "P-1" and "P-3" pump switcnes off. At Iris point
proceed with previous standard chilled water start-up.
CAUTION
Always check water temperature gauges on master panel
to be sure heating water to building is not over 1100.
Whenever solar return water tercer3ture is over 190 0 go
up to roof and check 5otn siees or roof to see if steam
is blowing off. If steamirn-c31? HVAC Ma:nterance at
once.	 Low water level an a nign rater : _vel is 4 r.d ic3ted
Uy audible alarm. Tank drairs trrougn valve =46. Tank
fills thri- -;h va':e #3. Procer o perating iPval is inAiratoA
on SiLe yiass.
k
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SOLAR MODIFICATIONS
NORTH DALLAS HIGH SCHOOL
2M
	
Pages
SECTION 05500 - Miscellaneous Metals ... • • • • • • • .. 32
SECTION 06100 - Anchors	 ..................... 2
SECTION 07501 -	 Roofing	 ....................... 7
07600 - Sheet Metal
07800 - Roof Accessories
SECTION 15010 - Interconnections
	 ............ • • • 2
SECTION 15100 - Basic Materials 6 Methods • • • • • • • • 20
SECTION 15180 - Insulation ............... * * * • • • 22
SECTION 15700 - Liquid Transfer ............ • • • • • 57
SECTION 15705 - Flat Plate Solar Collector 	 • • • • • • • 21
SECTION 15706 - Storage Tank 6 Domestic • • • • • • • • • • 12
Water Pre-Beat Tank
SECTION 15900 - Temperature Controls • • • • • • • • • • • • • 52
SECTION 16400 - Service & Distribution Equipment... 8
16500 - Lighting Fi:cures
Valve Tag Schedule
	
......................... 5
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APPENDIX C - DRAWINGS
A set of fifteen 30" x 42" size "as built" drawings
have been used in the modification of this site for solar
energy application. The index to these drawings and a
reduced size reproduction are part of this appendix and
this final report.
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INDEX OF DRAWINGS
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Cover Sheet
1 A-1 Site Plan
2 A-2 Roof Plan
3 A-3 Exterior Elevations
4 A-4 Exterior Elevations
5 A-5 Roof Framing
6 M-1 Basement and Tunnel Plan
7 M-2 First Floor Mechanical Plan
8 M-3 Second Floor Mechanical Plan
9 M-4 Third Floor Mechanical Plan
10 M-5 Mechanical Roof Plan
11 M-6 Mechanical Equipment Floor Plan
12
M-7 Solar Flow
13 M-8 Schedules and Details
14 M-9 Alternate
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